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ABSTRACT
Imaging of the arterial wall yields validated surrogate markers that can provide an early 
indication with regards to efficacy of novel cardiovascular drugs. This paper attempts to 
address the use of atherosclerosis imaging as a benchmarking tool for a well-informed 
decision whether to proceed to large morbidity and mortality studies in the assessment of a 
novel therapeutic strategy.
Imaging of the artery wall can be used to evaluate individual cardiovascular risk and has 
additive value over conventional risk scores as it directly addresses the disease process. In 
controlled clinical trials, vascular imaging has shown that the efficacy of lipid-modifying 
pharmacotherapy can be evaluated in both high and low-risk populations and that the 
findings parallel outcomes of clinical studies with similar interventions.
Arterial imaging may provide the first glimpse of the efficacy or failure of a novel strategy to 
combat atherosclerosis. These findings suggest that vascular imaging could be employed 
to probe whether or not a large morbidity and mortality endpoint study should be the next 
step in a clinical development program.
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INTRODUCTION
Lowering of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) by statin therapy has consistently 
been shown to decrease cardiovascular events. Other lipid-modifying agents are now also 
part of our armamentarium and development of novel compounds focuses increasingly on 
raising high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C). Prior to embarking on large mortality 
and morbidity studies with their associated risk, atherosclerosis imaging can provide the 
first indication of efficacy or failure of a novel compound. This overview will reflect on 
atherosclerosis imaging as a benchmark in the development of cardiovascular drugs. 

IMAGING ATHEROSCLEROSIS AS A SURROGATE ENDPOINT
Atherosclerosis is a protracted and lifelong progressive disease of the arterial wall that leads 
to cardiovascular disease (CVD). To draw valid conclusions about the determinants of this 
disease and the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions, epidemiological studies and 
pharmacological trials that evaluate clinical endpoints in this disease area either need a 
long follow-up or require large populations, and often both.1 As a consequence, such 
studies consume precious time and financial resources. Equally important is the fact that 
many individuals in such studies are exposed to compounds of which outcome on mortality 
and morbidity is yet unknown. To overcome these challenges, imaging progression and 
regression of atherosclerosis might be used as a surrogate marker for cardiovascular disease 
occurrence. 
Elegant criteria for validity of surrogacy for clinical endpoints have been proposed by 
Boissel and co-workers and are now widely accepted.2 First, the surrogate endpoint should 
occur more frequently and should be more easily accessible than the clinical endpoint: the 
surrogate must be more sensitive to the disease process than the clinical endpoint. Second, 
the causality between surrogate and clinical endpoint must be well established, in both 
quantitative and qualitative terms through prospective epidemiological and controlled 
pharmacological studies. In addition, the surrogate must be specific for the disease 
process. Third, one must be able to derive an estimate of the expected clinical benefit 
based on the surrogate endpoint information. Lastly, it should be possible to model 
surrogate data to describe the pathophysiological course of disease and its treatment 
effects in more detail than clinical outcome parameters can provide. 
Imaging of atherosclerosis progression or regression as a surrogate marker for 
cardiovascular disease can be achieved by a number of imaging modalities that have 
previously and extensively been discussed in this journal.3 Intravascular ultrasound of the 
coronary arteries and B-mode ultrasound carotid intima–media thickness (CIMT) are the 
predominant imaging modalities. Intravascular ultrasound is the most direct way to assess 
plaque burden in coronary arteries. We will focus here on B-mode ultrasound CIMT studies, 
because this modality meets the aforementioned criteria for surrogate markers most closely. 
In fact, B-mode ultrasound measures the distance between the lumen–intima and media–
adventitia interfaces of carotid arterial walls (Figure 1).4–6

ATHEROSCLEROSIS IMAGING IN OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES
The measurement of carotid atherosclerosis as a surrogate endpoint for CVD has been 
validated in a solid number of prospective epidemiological studies. In particular, the 
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Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study7 (N = 14,165), the Cardiovascular Health Study8 
(N = 5,858), the Rotterdam Study9, 10 (N = 8,000), the Malmo Diet and Cancer Study11, 12 (N 
= 5,163) and the Carotid Atherosclerosis Progression Study13 (N = 5,052) all showed that 
carotid atherosclerosis is an independent predictor for myocardial infarction and stroke. 
Pooled estimates of hazard ratios per 0.10 mm difference in CIMT, adjusted for age and 
sex, were found to be 1.15 for myocardial infarction and 1.18 for stroke.14 
Other studies have also shown strong correlations between CIMT and cardiovascular 
disease risk factors such as LDL-C15–18, 19, HDL-C20, 21 and blood pressure.22, 23 No clear 
correlation has emanated from carotid atherosclerosis and the inflammatory parameter C-
reactive protein.24–26 Cao et al. (N = 5.888), however, showed that C-reactive protein levels 
are associated with increased risk for CVD and all-cause mortality only if detectable 
atherosclerosis, as assessed by carotid ultrasound, is present.27

Curiously, three large studies recently showed no statistically significant relation between 
the Framingham Risk Score and CIMT.28, 29, 30 As suggested by Junyent et al.29, an equitable 
explanation for this discordance might be found in the fact that carotid artery wall 
thickening most likely reflects the overall impact of a plethora of risk factors and protective 
factors, both genetic and environmental, either known or yet to be discovered. In contrast, 
the Framingham Risk Score and other risk scores consider only a small number of risk 
factors and typically describe relatively short-term risk. More studies in different populations 
are required to settle this issue. 

Figure 1. B-mode ultrasound image of the common carotid artery wall. The upper red line is the lumen-intima interface. The 

lower red line is the intima-adventitia interface. The distance between the red lines represents the intima–media thickness.

LIPID-MODIFYING THERAPY AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC DISEASE
A number of lipid-modifying compounds have been developed over the past decades; 
among these, statins reduce LDL-C very effectively31 and niacin has been proven to raise 
HDL-C as at least one of its effects.32 Recent cardiovascular drug development focuses on 
further increasing the bioactivity of HDL-C, of which the inhibition of cholesteryl ester 
transfer protein (CETP) is a prime example. To assess the effect on atherosclerosis, this 
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paper now presents an overview of the results of imaging studies that used statin therapy or 
niacin and discusses the results of recent studies involving torcetrapib as a CETP inhibitor. 

Previously published B-mode ultrasound CIMT trials 
Table 1 summarizes the previously published CIMT trials. The Pravastatin, Lipids and 
Atherosclerosis in the Carotids (PLAC II) study33, 34, Monitored Atherosclerosis Regression 
Study (MARS)35, Long-term Intervention with Pravastatin in Ischemic Disease (LIPID) trial 
subgroup36 and the Regression Growth Evaluation Statin Study (REGRESS)37, prove that 
statins can retard atherosclerosis progression in patients with coronary artery disease. 
The Atorvastatin versus Simvastatin on Atherosclerosis Progression (ASAP) trial38 shows that 
atorvastatin reduced CIMT, while in the simvastatin group CIMT increased over the trial 
period. The Arterial Biology for the Investigation of the Treatment Effects of Reducing 
Cholesterol 1 (ARBITER 1) trial39, 40 shows an astonishing decrease in CIMT progression in 
the atorvastatin arm and not in the pravastatin arm. 
B-mode ultrasound CIMT is a noninvasive modality, meaning that drug efficacy can also be 
evaluated in asymptomatic subjects. The Carotid Artery Progression Study (ACAPS)41, Beta-
Blocker Cholesterol Lowering Asymptomatic Plaque Study (BCAPS)42, Carotid 
Atherosclerosis Italian Ultrasound Study (CAIUS)43 and the Kuopio Atherosclerosis 
Prevention Study (KAPS)44 showed that in subjects without symptomatic disease the process 
of atherosclerosis can be favourably modified. Moreover, the LIPIDS trial shows that statins 
are also safe and effective in reducing atherosclerosis progression in children with 
hypercholesterolemia.17-19 
Imaging studies that have evaluated the efficacy of niacin are the Arterial Biology for the 
Investigation of the Treatment Effects of Reducing Cholesterol 2 and 3 (ARBITER 2 and 3) 
trials45, 46, the Cholesterol Lowering Atherosclerosis Study (CLAS)47 and a study by Mack et 
al.48 These studies show that niacin effectively slows atherosclerosis progression, an effect 
that is already measurable after 1 year of treatment. 

Recently published B-mode ultrasound CIMT trials 
Recently published studies are the Measuring Effects on intima–media Thickness: an 
Evaluation of Rosuvastatin (METEOR) trial49 and the Rating Atherosclerotic Disease Change 
by Imaging with a New CETP Inhibitor 1 and 2 (RADIANCE 1 and 2) trials (Table 1).50, 51  
METEOR showed reduction of atherosclerosis progression by rosuvastatin in low-risk 
individuals with a priori mild to moderate atherosclerosis. METEOR therefore contributes 
important data for the use of statins in primary prevention of CVD. 
The RADIANCE studies evaluated the efficacy of torcetrapib in addition to atorvastatin 
therapy. RADIANCE 1 evaluated patients with familial hypercholesterolemia while 
RADIANCE 2 was conducted in patients with mixed dyslipidemia. The RADIANCE studies 
could not show any benefit of the addition of torcetrapib to atorvastatin in terms of carotid 
atherosclerosis. In fact, in RADIANCE 1, an unexpected increase of common carotid artery 
intima–media thickness was observed, despite impressive and assumed beneficial changes 
in LDL-C and HDL-C. These trials need to be seen within the scope of the large mortality 
and morbidity outcome trial evaluating the efficacy of the CETP inhibitor torcetrapib, the 
Investigation of Lipid Level to Understand Its Impact in Atherosclerotic Events 
(ILLUMINATE) trial (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00134173). Although HDL-C was raised 
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very effectively by this compound, the trial was terminated early due to a sharp increase in 
all-cause mortality in the torcetrapib group.52

B-Mode US 
trials

Year 
of 

pub.

Duration 
of study 
(years)

Treatment 
comparison N

Mean 
age

Patient 
details

Treat-
ment 
effect 

on LDL-
C

Treat-
ment 
effect 

on 
HDL-C

Treatment 
effect on 

CIMT 
progression 
(mm / year)

Primary 
outcome 
parameter

CLAS 1993 4 C/N vs Pl 78 40-59 CAD 35% 33% -0.10 mean CCIMT

Mack et al. 1993 1 C/N vs Pl 188 40-59 CAD -39% 40% -0.03 mean CCIMT

KAPS 1995 3 P40 vs Pl 424 57
Asymp ather, 
CAD < 10% -29% 5% -0.0140 mean CIMT

ACAPS 1994 3 L20-40 vs Pl 919 62 Asymp ather. -28% 5% -0.0150
mean max 
CIMT

PLAC II 1995 3 P20-40 vs Pl 151 63 CAD -27% -3% -0.0082
mean max 
CIMT

MARS 1996 4 L80 vs Pl 188 58 CAD -48% 5% -0.0430 mean CIMT

CAIUS 1996 3 P40 vs Pl 305 55 Asymp ather. -24% 4% -0.0132
mean max 
CIMT

REGRESS 1998 2 P40 vs Pl 255 56 CAD -29% 8% -0.0250
mean femoral 
and CIMT

LIPID 1998 4 P40 vs Pl 522 61 CAD -8% -4% -0.0155 mean CIMT

BCAPS 2001 1.5 F40 vs Pl 793 62 Asymp ather. -23% - -0.0167 mean CCIMT

ASAP 2001 2 A80 vs S40 325 48
FH, CVD 
31% -9% -2% -0.0330 mean CIMT

ARBITER 1 2002 1 A80 vs P40 161 60
Asymp ather, 
CVD 46% -21% -4% -0.0590 mean CIMT

ARBITER 2 2004 1 ERN + st vs Pl +st 167 67 CAD 3% 21% -0.03 mean CCIMT

ARBITER 3 2006 2 ERN + st vs Pl +st 130 67 CAD - 23% -0.041 mean CCIMT

METEOR 2007 2 R60 vs Pl 984 57
Asymp ather, 
low risk -49% 8% -0.0145

mean max 
CIMT

RADIANCE 1 2007 2 T60+A vs A 850 46 FH -21% 52% -0.0006
mean max 
CIMT

RADIANCE 2 2007 1.8 T60+A vs A 752 57
Mixed dys-
lipideamia -18% 63% 0.0050

mean max 
CIMT

Table 1. Summary of trials assessing lipid-modifying drug efficacy on atherosclerosis progression. Treatment effects on lipid 
levels and on CIMT progression are expressed as the differences between the active treatment group and the control group. 
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P20–40, pravastatin 20 to 40 mg; L80, lovustatin 80 mg; F40, fluvastatin 40 mg; A80, atorvastatin 80 mg; CVD, cardiovascular 
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CONCORDANCE OF EFFECTS OF DRUG INTERVENTION ON IMAGING AND 
CLINICAL ENDPOINTS
To assess the efficacy of a therapeutic intervention, trials that employ imaging as outcome 
can be of considerably smaller sample size and can be shorter in terms of follow-up than 
clinical endpoint studies. Imaging studies could therefore be used as a reconnaissance tool 
to prevent the needless waste of financial and human resources. The question of whether 
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surrogate imaging markers of the arterial wall are in fact representative for clinical outcomes 
thus becomes of paramount importance. 

Evidence from previous studies 
The question regarding the usefulness of surrogate imaging markers could be answered 
affirmatively by several earlier placebo-controlled imaging trials and parallel clinical studies. 
The CLAS47,53 was conducted in 188 patients with previous coronary artery bypass graft 
surgery. The CLAS assessed the efficacy of colestipol–niacin therapy on CIMT and showed, 
after a mean follow-up of 8.8 years, that the post-trial relative risk of coronary events was 
2.2 (95% CI 1.4–3.6) for each annual relative decrease of 0.03 mm CIMT. Similar findings 
were reported by the investigators of REGRESS.37 In that study, a highly significant 
treatment effect on CIMT was observed, with a parallel reduction in the all-cause event rate 
in the pravastatin arm.
To explore this issue further, Espeland et al.54 performed a meta analysis of clinical events in 
six CIMT statin trials. In accordance, the pooled estimate of the relative impact of statins on 
CIMT was parallel to CVD events: CIMT progression was -0.012 mm / year (95% CI -0.016 
to -0.007) and the odds ratio of CVD events of all trials combined was 0.48 (95% CI 0.30 to 
0.78). This latter relationship could therefore be defined in terms of millimeters per year 
versus relative risk reduction in terms of events. It also demonstrates that we can derive an 
estimate of the expected clinical benefit, or lack of it, based on the surrogate endpoint 
information. This is an important criterion for validity of surrogate endpoints.

Association between surrogate and clinical endpoint trials
To evaluate the relationship between surrogate and clinical endpoints further, we compared 
imaging and clinical endpoint trials to assess the same lipid-modifying intervention (Table 
2). To this end, the calculated relative risk of all-cause mortality as observed in endpoint 
trials was related to the difference in CIMT rates from surrogate imaging trials. Only active 
treatment and controls were taken into account. If more than one imaging trial per modality 
was reported, we calculated a weighted average of CIMT change. We also differentiated 
trials by the number of enrolled subjects with CHD. The results were plotted and a linear 
regression line, weighted for the size of the clinical endpoint studies, was calculated (Figure 
2). 
Of all clinical endpoint trials with statins, we could select 12 studies55–63 that assessed the 
same therapeutic strategy as in the 12 parallel imaging trials.33, 35–38, 40, 41, 43, 44 Table 2 
summarizes the possible relationships between imaging and clinical endpoint studies.
In the statin imaging trials, mean follow-up was 2.7 years (± 0.9); 4,100 subjects were 
included, with a mean age of 57 (± 5.7). There was a weighted average decrease of 
atherosclerosis progression of 0.0168 mm / year in favour of the active treatment groups.
In the clinical endpoint trials, mean follow-up was 3.6 years (± 1.7); 77,090 subjects were 
included, with a mean age of 63 (± 6.6). There was a pooled estimated difference in relative 
risk of all-cause mortality of 0.87 (95% CI 0.81 to 0.96, P = 0.004), also in favor of the active 
treatment groups. 
Such a comparison of imaging and clinical endpoint trials is by no means a formal meta 
analysis, however, and has severe limitations. The various trials have used different imaging 
protocols and different outcome measures. In addition, the populations in the imaging trials 
often do not mirror the populations in the clinical endpoint trials. We evaluated all-cause 
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mortality instead of cardiovascular events because we considered this the most relevant 
parameter in practical terms; the cardiovascular event rate of the ILLUMINATE trial is not 
yet available. The majority of all-cause mortality in the statin trials is, however, due to 
cardiovascular death.

Lipid modifying drug B-Mode US 
CIMT trials

N CVD CIMT mm / y *Endpoint trials N CVD RR All cause 
mortality

Lovastatin vs placebo MARS 188 y -0.0430 Post-CABG 1,351 y 0.91

Lovastatin vs placebo ACAPS 919 n -0.0150 AFCAPS / 

TEXCAPS

6,605 n 1.04

Pravastatin vs placebo REGRESS

LIPID 

PLAC II

255

522

151

y

y

y

-0.0250

-0.0155

-0.0082

CARE 

LIPID 

PROSPER 

GISSI

4,159

9,014

2,891

4,271

y

y

y, 45%

y

0.77

0.78

0.98

0.83

Pravastatin vs placebo CAIUS 

KAPS

305

424

n

n

-0.0132

-0.0140

WOSCOPS

ALLHAT-LLA

6,595

10,355

n

y, 14%

0.78

0.99

Atorvastatin vs 

simvastatin

ASAP 325 y -0.0330 IDEAL 8,888 y 0.98

Atorvastatin vs 

pravastatin

ARBITER 161 y -0.0590 SAGE 

PROVE IT

893

4,162

y

y

0.33

0.69

Torcetrapib + 

atorvastatin vs 
atorvastatin

RADIANCE 1

RADIANCE 2

850

752

NR

NR

-0.0006

0.0050

ILLUMINATE 15,000 y, 25% 1.61

Table 2. Summary of imaging trials and clinical endpoint trials that evaluated similar lipid-modifying drugs. Carotid intima–
media thickness trials are shown left and clinical endpoint trials right; trials are matched regarding the drug they evaluated and 

the occurrence of cardiovascular disease. Treatment effects on lipid levels and on CIMT progression are expressed as the 

differences between the active treatment group and the control group. See text for definitions of trial abbreviations. CIMT, 
carotid intima–media thickness; CVD, cardiovascular disease; RR, relative risk; y, yes; n, no.
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DISCUSSION
Two recently published imaging trials, RADIANCE 1 and 2, were prematurely stopped, 
shortly before they were officially finished because of increased mortality in the active 
treatment group in the parallel clinical endpoint trial ILLUMINATE. The fact that the 
addition of torcetrapib to atorvastatin, as assessed in familial hypercholesterolemia patients, 
leads to a potential progression of common carotid IMT, whereas atorvastatin monotherapy 
actually regressed this parameter in the same patients, immediately leads to the question 
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whether the considerable waste of resources and the imposed human risk in the other 
studies of this phase III program could have been avoided if the imaging trials had 
preceded the clinical endpoint trial. 
To answer this question it is important to first understand that surrogate imaging markers of 
the arterial wall are representative for clinical outcomes in statin intervention trials. 

Figure 2. Comparison of imaging trials and clinical endpoint trials. In this figure, B-mode CIMT trials that assessed lipid-

lowering drug efficacy are shown on the x-axis and are set out against relative risk of all-cause mortality from endpoint trials 
that have assessed similar lipid-lowering drugs (y-axis). The decrease in CIMT progression on the x-axis expresses the 

annualized difference between the active treatment group and the control group. The slope of the linear regression curve is r 

= -0.70 (P = 0.01).

In fact, the CLAS and REGRESS studies as well as the meta analyses of Espeland et al.54 
have established this firmly. To investigate this further, however, we compared imaging and 
clinical endpoint trials assessing the same lipid-modifying intervention, as illustrated in 
Figure 2. This demonstrates that the decrease of carotid atherosclerosis progression caused 
by statins is consistent with the decrease in cardiovascular events as observed in clinical 
trials. This implies that if a novel cardiovascular compound is added to a statin and does not 
show any beneficial effect or even promotes atherosclerosis progression, it is highly unlikely, 
if not impossible, that this compound will have beneficial effects on clinical endpoints and it 
will not be worthwhile embarking on large clinical outcome trials in a phase III 
cardiovascular program. If, however, the novel compound shows clinically relevant 
regression of arterial wall thickness, benefit on clinical endpoints is likely but not more than 
that. Safety or idiosyncratic side effects can never be assessed by imaging studies and, 
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therefore, large clinical endpoint trials are required for further safety and morbidity and 
mortality assessments. In our opinion, if the results of RADIANCE 1 had been known prior 
to initiating the other studies of this phase III program, risk for participating subjects and 
cost could have been avoided. 

Future developments in noninvasive carotid vascular imaging 
Over the past decades, imaging of carotid atherosclerosis by means of B-mode ultrasound 
has witnessed significant methodological improvements. Ultrasound is, however, limited, in 
that it provides two-dimensional pictures of the vessel wall in a longitudinal direction, while 
atherosclerosis is a three-dimensional, initially concentric, in later stages irregular and 
eccentric, disease. In ultrasound, the measured wall thickness, and hence its measurement 
variability, is to a large extent dependent on the ability to reproduce the same angle of 
insonation when performing the repeat scan. 
To overcome this limitation, new modalities are in development, of which cardiovascular 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most promising. Cardiovascular MRI noninvasively 
visualizes arterial walls in all dimensions64–68 (Figure 3), follows atherosclerosis progression 
over time, and detects the benefit of lipid-modifying drugs on atherosclerosis in relatively 
small sample sizes.69–75 Moreover, cardiovascular MRI enables imaging of plaque 
composition and therefore of plaque vulnerability.76

Figure 3. Tesla magnetic resonance image of the common carotid artery. Note the eccentric development of atherosclerosis 

and the loss of signal intensity due to lipid deposition in the arterial wall. The image also demonstrates the typical insonation 
angle for carotid intima–media thickness measurements.

Cardiovascular MRI does need further technical as well as methodological development in 
order to become a validated surrogate marker for cardiovascular disease for use in larger 
multicenter studies. It should be able to reproducibly measure carotid arterial wall 
dimensions in both healthy and diseased subjects of all ages, show a sound relation to 
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histology of plaques and healthy vessels and should provide a good correlation with B-
mode ultrasound CIMT of the carotid vessels in all age groups. Meeting these 
requirements, carotid cardiovascular MRI can become a promising tool for in vivo 
assessment of atherosclerotic disease risk and risk modification in humans, building on the 
B-mode ultrasound carotid IMT data from epidemiological and intervention studies.

CONCLUSION
Imaging of arteries yields validated surrogate markers for atherosclerosis progression and 
regression, as well as providing first indications of drug efficacy. Atherosclerosis imaging 
brings additional value to clinical endpoint studies as it provides pathophysiological 
information on the mechanism of action of a novel drug that can be assessed in an early 
stage of the disease process prior to the emergence of clinical disease. In drug 
development, such imaging can be further used as a benchmark tool prior to embarking on 
the financial and human risks of large mortality and morbidity studies. Vascular imaging 
studies can therefore provide strategic information to take well-informed decisions whether 
to proceed with the development of novel drugs.
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